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Abstract: Ad hoc networks are dynamic environments where frequent
disconnections and transient interactions lead to decoupled
computing. Typically, participants in an ad hoc
network are small mobile devices such as PDAs or cellular
phones that have a limited amount of resources available
locally, and must leverage the resources on other colocated
devices to provide the user with a richer set of functionalities.
Service-oriented computing (SOC), an emerging
paradigm that seeks to establish a standard way of making
resources and capabilities available for use by others in
the form of services, is a useful model for engineering software
that seeks to exploit capabilities on remote devices.
This paper proposes an automatic code management system
supporting SOC in ad hoc networks. The system is responsible
for ensuring that the binary code required to use
a service on a remote machine is available on the local host
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Abstract
Ad hoc networks are dynamic environments where frequent disconnections and transient interactions lead to decoupled computing. Typically, participants in an ad hoc
network are small mobile devices such as PDAs or cellular phones that have a limited amount of resources available locally, and must leverage the resources on other colocated devices to provide the user with a richer set of functionalities. Service-oriented computing (SOC), an emerging
paradigm that seeks to establish a standard way of making resources and capabilities available for use by others in
the form of services, is a useful model for engineering software that seeks to exploit capabilities on remote devices.
This paper proposes an automatic code management system supporting SOC in ad hoc networks. The system is responsible for ensuring that the binary code required to use
a service on a remote machine is available on the local host
only when required. To support this functionality, a local
code base is maintained by discovering and installing code
from remote hosts. Since the system is specifically designed
for ad hoc networks, it incorporates additional features that
help it withstand the inherent dynamism of the network. We
present an architecture for our system supporting automatic
code management and follow it with a discussion of a Javabased implementation.
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Introduction

The utility and convenience of mobile devices have
prompted a migration from traditional desktop systems to
mobile devices. The result of this migration is that mobile devices are becoming more and more ubiquitous and
users are becoming increasingly reliant on them. As society
embraces mobile computing technology, there is a growing

pressure to provide a rich set of software that is engineered
to the same exacting quality and performance standards as
those for traditional systems.
Providing a comprehensive library of software on mobile, resource constrained devices is a challenge due to lack
of local permanent storage space and limited memory. The
problem is further exacerbated in ad hoc networks, a special
class of wireless networks where the network infrastructure
is borne by member hosts. The software resources available in an ad hoc network are the sum total of the resources
available on member hosts, as ad hoc networks are closed,
peer-to-peer networks with no access to external resources.
Thus, the provision of a rich set of services is dependent
on hosts in the ad hoc network sharing their resources with
each other.
For hosts in an ad hoc network to be able to share capabilities with each other, it is required that they advertise
their capabilities in a standard format and provide a standard way for remote hosts to interact with these capabilities. This is a non-trivial task since ad hoc networks lack
standardized application level protocols for inter-host communication. Additionally, frequent disconnections and transient interactions, due to host mobility, which are characteristic of devices that participate in ad hoc networks result in
decoupled computing. This further complicates the seamless sharing of resources. One solution to the twin problems of the lack of standardized protocols and host mobility is to implement a service-oriented framework using the
proxy approach, as proposed in the Jini [23] model. In the
Jini model, the code for an advertised capability (called a
service in service-oriented computing terms) resides on the
host that offers it, and a proxy, which can be conceptualized
as a remote handle to the service, is distributed to interested
clients. Proxies are advertised by the provider of a service
and fully encapsulate all details of communication between
client and provider. Interested clients can discover the proxy

and install it locally. Once the proxy is installed, it behaves
like a component of the client application. It accepts calls
from the client and delegates them to some remote instance
of the service (where the instance may change over time most likely due to host mobility), thus allowing usage of a
remote service as if it were a local component of the client
application.
A critical requirement of the proxy model is the availability of the proxy binary code on the client. Since proxies are discovered by clients at runtime as-needed, it is very
likely that the binary code required to install and execute the
proxy is not available on the client machine. This code must
be fetched from the service provider, installed and started in
a seamless and transparent manner.
This requires that code management for proxies be fully
automated. In addition to automatically discovering and installing required proxy code, the system must also possess
the capability to examine the proxy code and automatically
discover and acquire other external dependencies that are
needed as support objects. These support objects are components that are required for correct execution of the proxy
code, e.g., a streaming media player can be considered a
proxy to a music broadcasting service while the codecs to
interpret file formats are external components that are not
explicitly requested by the client but required by the proxy
to correctly fulfil its functionality of playing streaming music. Often, the external dependencies may not be found on
the same host as the proxy object itself, requiring a mechanism to collate all required parts. A further issue is that
this entire interaction happens in an ad hoc network, where
interactions between hosts are transient. The system must
hence be robust enough to handle unpredictable disconnections while a critical activity is being performed.
The proxy approach to service oriented computing has
been described extensively in Jini literature and is not new
in of itself. The novelty of our contribution lies in the
fact that by automating code management, proxies and their
supporting code can be migrated to the client transparently,
eliminating the need for Java RMI [19] to invoke remote services, while at the same time not increasing the complexity
of the client application code. The model we propose has
features geared towards withstanding the dynamism of ad
hoc networks while reliably fulfilling all the requirements
of a proxy code management system. We also describe a
Java based implementation of our model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 covers background material on automated code management, service oriented computing and proxy-based services
in ad hoc networks. Section 3 outlines our architecture for
automatic code management supporting proxy-based interactions with services on remote hosts. We provide implementation details and illustrate the concept via a demo application in Section 4. We highlight additional technical

challenges in Section 5 and draw conclusions in Section 6.

2

Background

The original purpose of the Proxy pattern [3] was
twofold - to provide controlled access to resources and to
behave as a placeholder for resources that external entities
could use to interact with the resource. Recent years have
seen the application of the Proxy pattern to a wide range of
scenarios. In GloMop [2], the authors use proxies to optimize the interaction between remote hosts in an ad hoc network, by intercepting document traffic and removing all the
formatting information from the document (and thus reducing its size) under the assumption that it is more important
for the user of a mobile device to have access to the text of
the document rather than use valuable resources to display
it with complete formatting. In [20], the author presents
a framework where proxies are used to manage load balancing among multiple participants in a distributed computing session. In [12] proxy objects are automatically generated using the Java reflection mechanism to provide a solution for local customization of externally developed code by
wrapping the obtained object in a proxy-object generated at
run time.
Jini [23], a model for service oriented computing, proposed by Sun Microsystems is another notable application
of the Proxy pattern. Jini uses proxies as service advertisements as well as remote handles to the service. Jini
was conceived primarily for large, wired networks such as
company LANs and the Internet. The advent of mobile
computing and ad hoc networking has motivated efforts to
tackle various problems associated with delivering serviceoriented computing solutions for mobile, wireless devices.
Proxy based systems such as Jini are especially suited for
use in such settings because of the reasons given in Section 1. However, simply porting the Jini framework to these
resource-constrained devices does not yield a viable solution. The reason for this is that the resources required to run
Jini-based applications are too costly for the small, mobile
devices. For example, in [10], the authors identify the Java
RMI [19] mechanism, which is used by Jini to interact with
remote services, to be a costly performance bottleneck. The
Mini [8] system, their proposed solution, uses pure IP communication in place of RMI to interact with remote services.
Another restriction of the Jini approach is the fact that it
uses centralized directories to store service availability information. This is not suited to ad hoc networks, where the
availability of resources is mainly influenced by the direct
connectivity between hosts and connectivity is not guaranteed for more than short intervals at a time. The Web
Services model is even less flexible since it uses heavyweight ontologies and descriptors in addition to standardized markup languages such as WSDL [22], RDF [21] and
2

DAML [7] and standardized protocols such as SOAP [24].
Such a standards oriented approach is inappropriate in ad
hoc networks that exhibit heterogeneous and constrained
host capabilities and resources.
Despite certain limitations as described above, proxy
based models such as Jini and Salutation [14] represent
good starting points when developing a SOC model for mobile devices and ad hoc networks. Migrating SOC to ad hoc
networks brings with it fresh challenges and imperatives, a
representative list of which may be found in [18]. Current
SOC models assume high-bandwidth, reliable wired networks and powerful server hosts. These assumptions fall
apart in the dynamic and demanding environment of ad hoc
networks. In the absence of these assumptions, the software is required to be engineered to be robust so as to withstand the implications of frequent disconnection and decoupled computing. Structures such as directories have to be
re-engineered so as to not have a central point of failure.
Mechanisms and protocols such as safe distance algorithms
[9], group membership [13], and disconnected routing [6]
are needed to facilitate or simulate reliable communication
between the client and the provider during the duration of
their interaction. These represent just a few of the new challenges when moving to the ad hoc environment.
While the proxy approach mitigates many of the problems associated with engineering a SOC architecture in an
ad hoc network, it adds complications in the form of systems that deploy and manage these proxies. Traditional deployment and management mechanisms are not suited for
the dynamic environment of the ad hoc network and hence
need to be built from scratch. For example, centralized directories for advertising the proxies need to be distributed
across all hosts of the ad hoc network. Interactions between
the proxy and its parent service must be handled in a seamless and efficient way. As an additional challenge, all these
low level mechanics must function automatically, so that the
application programmer does not have to deal with communication level issues.
In the next section, we present our architecture for automatic code management supporting SOC in ad hoc networks. The aim of this work is to propose an alternative to
Java RMI in Jini for the purpose of interacting with remote
services. We replace the functionality of RMI by supporting more sophisticated proxies that can accept calls from the
client and tunnel them to its parent service using a specified
coordination model for interaction in ad hoc networks. Allowing for these proxies means that the code for these proxies needs to be shipped on demand to the clients that require
it. This could be done explicitly by the client application
but this places a burden on the programmer. To simplify the
task of programming client applications, we automated the
entire process so that the programmer can write application
code, secure in the knowledge that the system will collate

and install all the required binary code as and when it is
required.

3

System Architecture

In this section, we present our architecture for automatic
code management supporting service oriented computing in
ad hoc networks. We reiterate that in our architecture, a service consists of some application running on a provider host
and a service proxy that the provider advertises. Interested
clients may retrieve the service proxy and use it locally. We
begin our presentation with a description of the software
infrastructure required on the provider, followed by a description of the infrastructure required on the client side.

3.1
3.1.1

Provider Side Infrastructure
Proxy Advertisement

The proxy advertisement phase commences when a host explicitly advertises a capability it wants to share with other
hosts. It does this by formulating a service advertisement, a
detailed description of the service’s functionality and performance parameters. In addition, the service advertisement contains a descriptor for the associated service’s proxy
class. The binary code for the service proxy is combined
with the service advertisement to form a proxy advertisement. The proxy advertisement is registered with one or
more service directories. Service directories are public entities that are open to all hosts. Interested clients may browse
service directories for services that meet their needs.
Traditionally, service directories have employed centralized architectures with dedicated hosts in the network hosting and managing the directories. Centralized approaches
are suitable for wired networks where powerful servers can
host the directory, and reliable, permanent connectivity ensures prompt access to these directory hosts. However, the
dynamic environment and opportunistic interactions found
in ad hoc wireless networks make centralized structures ineffective. As an example, we highlight two scenarios in
which a centralized directory architecture fails in ad hoc
wireless settings. In the first scenario, a client may not
be able to use a service offered on a nearby host because
the client could not access the directory thus informing him
of a candidate service’s presence within his communication
range. In the second scenario, a client could potentially
discover the advertisement of a service which is no longer
available because the host it is running on has moved away,
leaving behind orphan advertisements. Due to such issues,
alternate strategies are needed for ad hoc wireless networks.
To address issues introduced by the dynamic nature of
the environment, our design entails a distributed architecture for service directories. Each host maintains its own
3

local service directory. Hosts within communication range
share these directories to form a federated service directory.
A client’s query spans the entire federated service directory,
which is the conglomeration of local service directories of
participating hosts. The content of the federated service directory is updated atomically with the arrival or departure
of any host that has a local directory with service advertisements. The structure and content of the federated directory thus reflects any change in connectivity and real service availability (i.e., there are no orphan advertisements,
each proxy in the service directory having a corresponding
server to connect to). The mechanisms by which the service directories are merged, and by which the client query
is made to span the merged service directories are implementation details and are covered at length in Section 4.
The proxy advertisement is divided into its two constituent parts (i.e., the service advertisement and the service proxy binary). The service advertisement is added as
an entry in the service directory while the binary code for
the service proxy is added to the code repository (a directory structure identical to the service directory but which
holds binary code). When the binary code for the proxy is
added to the code repository, the system inspects the file and
automatically searches the provider host for any additional
code (dependencies) required for the correct execution of
the proxy. The dependencies are placed directly into the
code repository by the system. If a dependency is not found
by the system on the provider host, it is skipped under the
assumption that the dependency will be available from another host in the ad hoc network. An argument can be made
for packaging the proxy code as well as its dependencies
into a single executable archive, e.g., JAR files. We chose
not to adopt this approach for two reasons: a) In the interest
of flexibility, we did not want to restrict a client to obtaining the dependencies of a proxy solely from the advertiser
of the proxy. Returning to our example of the music service
proxy, if the dependency is standardized codec which can be
obtained from multiple hosts, the restriction is not required
and is intrusive. b) Not using JAR files allows the client
to request dependencies as required. If a certain branch of
execution in the proxy does not require a dependency, then
the client is not required to download it, thus saving valuable processor time. However, we do provide the support
for packaging proxies as JAR files in case some providers
wish to use this alternate approach.
3.1.2

the service directory appears to be a single federated entity,
it is in actuality the combination of all the local directories
hence removing an advertisement from the federated registry is trivial if the advertisement lies in the portion of the
directory that is local to the server that is removing it. Removing the advertisement ensures that no new clients can
discover the service and use it. However, clients that are
already using the service can continue to do so since they
have a local copy of the proxy. The provider may choose
to keep or remove the binary code that it placed in the code
repository. However, leaving the code is not harmful as it
could potentially be used by clients as dependency code.

3.2
3.2.1

Client Side Infrastructure
Proxy Discovery & Installation

The discovery process is initiated by a client that is looking
for a service. The first step in the process is formulating
a request. A request has two parts – a) An interface description and b) Performance attributes. The interface description is a list of methods and their signatures that the
client requires the service to implement. The performance
attributes are attribute-value pairs that describe the minimum requirements of the client, e.g., for a printer service
a performance attribute may be [resolution, 300]. The request formulated by the client forms the template for the
discovery process. The next step is to search the service
directory. This is done by using the formulated request as
a template. Any service advertisement in the service directory that matches the template (i.e., matches all the requirements of the client) becomes a candidate service. The
system chooses one service non-deterministically from the
set of candidate services and returns the advertisement for
that service to the client.
Upon receipt of the service advertisement, the client extracts the name of the corresponding proxy class from the
advertisement. It then tries to instantiate the proxy locally.
If the binary code for the proxy is not present on the client,
this step raises an exception. The system catches the exception and launches a discovery protocol to find the required
binary code. This process is identical to the process used
to discover service advertisement except that the search is
performed over the code repository rather than the service
directory. Once the binary code has been discovered and
retrieved by the client, it is installed on the client host.
The installation of the binary code for the proxy can be
of two types – a) A light installation in dynamic memory,
which exists as long as the application is executing and b) A
permanent installation which involves the binary code being
written to a file on permanent storage. The choice of light or
permanent installation is dictated by the client application
which specifies its choice by way of a command line flag to
the system at startup. Currently, our system uses the choice

Proxy Removal

When a provider no longer wishes to offer a service, it does
so by removing its service advertisement from the service
directory. This is a relatively straightforward operation because the server simply has to remove the advertisement
from its own local directory. Here, we reiterate that though
4

provided at startup for all proxies. Allowing choices to be
made on a per proxy basis is a capability which we will add
in the future.

3.2.2

3.2.3

Once the proxy and all its dependencies have been fetched
and installed on the client host, the proxy can begin executing. At this stage, the client can utilize the proxy as it
would a locally available component. The client can call
methods on the proxy which either resolves the request locally or tunnels the request back to the server on which its
parent service resides.
While most of the time the proxy connects back to the
instance of the server which published it, it is possible for
one proxy to connect to another instance of the same server,
running on a different host. This is particularly useful in
ad hoc networks, when the client can be within proximity
of different servers offering similar functionality. An example of such a scenario is the proxy for a printing service.
While this could run on a user’s PDA (embedded in a client
application), the user could be next to different printers at
different times, and the proxy could connect to the closest
printer (the context awareness aspect of the problem is not
within the scope of this paper, but the technical mechanism
for delivering this behavior is presented).

Discovering Dependencies

Once the proxy has been installed, it is loaded into the runtime environment on the client machine. At this time, the
binary code for the proxy is parsed to determine if any additional code (dependencies) is required. If any dependencies
are required, the system launches the discovery protocol in
the code repository to discover the binary code for the dependencies and install them on the client machine. This
process is identical to the one used for discovering the binary code for the proxy as described in the previous section.
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Figure 1. Federated code repository and its
contents: proxies and their dependencies.
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Request binaries for proxy
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Request binaries for dependencies

By its design, our architecture for discovering dependencies also supports service composition. One proxy can have
among its dependencies another proxy, which could itself
be a self sufficient service, offered by the same or a different provider and advertised by the same or on a different
host. Though the dependency of the primary proxy may be
another proxy, to the primary proxy, it is simply a dependency that is fetched and installed in the same manner as
other dependencies. Figure 1 illustrates this feature. Each
slice in the pie chart represents the code repository local to
each host, and the entire pie represents the federated code
repository. PA1 is the proxy of a service advertised on host
1
1
A depending on DA
and PB2 . DA
is a dependency that the
1
PA proxy needs and is advertised by the server running on
host A. PB2 is a stand-alone service which can be discovered
and used independently by a client but, from PA1 ’s perspective, it is just another dependency which will be treated in a
1
.
similar manner to DA

Ship binaries to client
Instantiate Proxy
Call service
Call service
Return results
Return results

Figure 2. Proxy advertisement, discovery, installation and utilization.

The communication between the proxy and a server is
entirely designed by the service provider and the client does
not need to be aware of the communication protocol. This
is useful as it addresses one of the key problems of ad hoc
networks, i.e., the lack of standardized application protocols
such as SOAP [24]. The client is only required to know the
5

interface offered by the proxy. Since the client specifies the
interface the proxy must implement in the request (See Section 3.2.1), it is reasonable to assume that such knowledge
exists on the client host. In addition, the proxy-server protocol needs to address a few issues specific to the ad hoc networking environment. Among these issues are temporary
disconnections which can be caused by the two hosts moving beyond communication range or by having the proxy
reconnect to a different server. The client will only need to
wait longer for the result of a method call to be returned,
which cannot be distinguished from a simple method call
that takes a long time to complete. In certain cases the
proxy needs to alert the user that it has reconnected to a new
provider (e.g., the printing service proxy sends the first 10
pages of a document to a printer and the other pages to another printer, along the user’s way towards a meeting room).
The proxy object will need to use a timer to avoid infinite
blocking. When the time expires, the proxy searches for a
another, similar, server. If this is not found within a specified period of time, the application informs the user that the
operation cannot be performed to completion.
Figure 2 illustrates the phases of the proxy’s life cycle described thus far. The server publishes the service advertisement in the service directory and deploys the binary
code to support proxy’s execution in the code repository.
The client searches for a service and if a matching advertisement is found, it retrieves the proxy component and verifies
if the proxy has all that it needs locally. If not, the infrastructure on the client machine brings the needed binaries from
the code repository so that the client can instantiate and use
the proxy locally. More details about the implementation
can be found in Section 4.
3.2.4

out of range. The proxy-server interaction can be designed
such that short interruptions in communication or short disconnections do not cause crashes or influence the client’s
performance.
Updating the proxy is more challenging since it affects
the code on the client side. The procedure entails replacing
a piece of code the client has access to and is actively using without affecting the clients execution flow. This raises
many issues, some of which are not within the scope of this
paper. The proxy upgrade mechanism, along with related issues are presented in significant detail in [17]. Due to space
constraints, we mention only selected points of interest.
The upgrade mechanism uses a dynamically generated
proxy wrapper that wraps a proxy object so that the client
application does not have direct access to the proxy. The
proxy wrapper employs the interceptor design pattern [15]
combined with the facade design pattern [16]. During normal operation, the proxy wrapper receives calls from the
client and simply forwards them to the proxy, which then
handles the implementation of the method call. When the
proxy needs to be upgraded, the proxy wrapper holds the
client’s calls until the new proxy is in place. It is important
to note that the proxy’s interface to the client cannot change
upon upgrade since such a change could result in the new
proxy not having a method that was present in the original proxy, which would raise an exception the next time the
client tried to access that method. This would compromise
the transparency of the upgrade. Only internal functionality
or the interface to the server delivering the advertised functionality can be affected (e.g., the communication protocol
can be encrypted after the upgrade but the client still calls
the same method which now internally has the capacity to
encrypt communication).
The last issue we address with respect to proxy upgrades
is the migration of user customizations from the old version
of the proxy to the new. Any user customizations of the
proxy are cached by the proxy wrapper when the original
proxy is initialized. When the new proxy is installed, the
customizations are transferred to the new proxy as the last
step of the installation. It should be observed that all user
customizations should consist of static data, i.e., data that
cannot be mutated by the proxy. This is because if some
data was mutated by the proxy being replaced, then the
cached value is inconsistent with the value on the proxy and
restoring the cached initial value to the replacement proxy
may affect the semantics of operation of the new proxy.

Proxy Upgrade

In certain cases, the provider of a service may choose to
make changes to the service being offered. For example,
the provider may choose to upgrade to encrypted communication between the proxy and the server. To achieve this
upgrade, not only must the software on the provider be upgraded, but the proxies that are distributed to clients must
also be upgraded. Since the proxy abstracts all details of
communication and interaction with the actual software on
the provider from the client, any change in the proxy software requires an automatic, transparent live upgrade of software.
Updating the server is easier since it does not affect software on the client’s host in any way. If the server needs to
go off line for a short period (i.e., needs to be restarted to
run using a newer version of the software on the provider
side), the proxy can mask the short disconnection from the
client as a delayed return from a method invocation. The
situation is similar to the server’s host moving temporarily

3.2.5

Proxy Disposal

Once the proxy has served its purpose, it must be disposed
promptly. This is because the devices we deal with in an
ad hoc network have limited available memory at any given
time. If a light installation is used, existing garbage col6

lection mechanisms reclaim the memory automatically, and
our system relies on these mechanisms to free up memory
in an expedited fashion. If a permanent installation is used,
then a disposal manager is also started at the time the application is started. The disposal manager tracks the usage
of each proxy and its associated files that are on permanent
storage. If a file has not been used for a user-defined period,
the disposal manager deletes the file and frees up the storage
space. The user may also define a frequency with which the
disposal manager checks for files that have not seen recent
usage.

4

L IME offers probe variants of the traditional blocking operations (e.g., inp, rdp), and group operations (e.g., outg,
ing, rdg, rdgp, and ingp). While the original calls return a matching tuple (if available) or null otherwise (if nonblocking), the group operations return all matching tuples
(or null if none available).
To provide asynchronous interactions, L IME extends the
basic Linda tuple space operations with a reaction mechanism R(s, p), defined by a code fragment s that specifies
the actions to be executed when a tuple matching the pattern p is found in the tuple space. Blocking operations are
not allowed in s, as they might prevent the program from
reaching fixed point.
L IME protects applications from the complexity associated with sudden disconnection by using location information. The concept of safe distance [9] helps preserve
the consistency of the system by predicting disconnections.
When a host approaches a group, it is allowed to engage
with the group only after it comes within safe distance of
some member of the group. Once the safe distance is exceeded, an automatic disengagement protocol is triggered
and the group is split, ensuring that no messages between
group members are lost and that messages are always sent
and received in the same configuration.

Implementation

The framework described in the previous section has
been implemented in Java, using L IME [11] as a middleware
to handle the implications the an ad hoc wireless network,
i.e., physical mobility of hosts. In this section we present
a brief overview of L IME, followed by a description of the
implementation of the automated code management system.
We also show a proof of concept via a set of demo proxies
running on our client.

4.1

LIME Overview
4.2

L IME is a Java implementation of the Linda [4] coordination model, designed for ad hoc networks, which masks details associated with coordination and communication from
the application programmer. A host running L IME runs a
LimeServer supporting run one or more L IME agents,
which are analogous to applications. Coordination in L IME
occurs via transiently shared tuple spaces. Every tuple
space in L IME is identified by a name. Tuple spaces having the same name can be merged to form a federated tuple
space when their hosts are within communication range.
Tuple spaces are containers for tuples. Tuples are ordered sequences of Java objects which have a type and a
value. An agent places a tuple in the tuple space, making it
available to all other agents that are sharing the same tuple
space. To read a tuple from the tuple space, an agent needs
to provide a template, which is a description of the tuple
that the agent is interested in. A template is a sequence of
fields, each of which can contain a formal representing the
required type for that field or an actual value that identifies
the type and value of the corresponding field. A template is
said to match a tuple if all the corresponding fields match
pairwise.
An agent can access the tuple space via standard
Linda operations (rd (read a tuple), in (remove a tuple),
out(write a tuple)). The in and rd operations take a template as a parameter and return a tuple as the result or block
until a match is found (the operations are synchronous).

Implementation Details

In our implementation, we represent the client and the
provider entities as L IME agents. The service directory and
code repository are modelled as tuple spaces that are shared
among client and server agents. The service directory contains a set of service advertisements encapsulating proxy
objects while the code repository contains the binary code
for the classes supporting the execution of the proxies on
the client side.
When
the
service
provider
calls
the
advertise(attributes, proxy)
method
to
publish a service, our middleware creates a tuple of the
form <Attributes:attrib, ServiceProxy:proxy> and places
it in the ServiceAdvertisements tuple space using
L IME’s out operation. The first field in the tuple contains a
set of attribute-value pairs that describe the service’s performance parameters and the second field contains the proxy
object in serialized form. Our middleware also analyzes
the code of the proxy object, recursively extracts every data
type instantiated inside the proxy object, and automatically
generates tuples that go in the CodeRepository tuple
space. These tuples contain the byte code for the proxy
object and for other classes that the proxy object may need
when it is being instantiated. Note that such tuples are
generated only for classes that are not part of the standard
Java or L IME classes (which we assume are available on
every host). These tuples are of the form <Names:class
7

names, BinaryCodeFile:bytecode>. The second field
contains either a Java class file or a JAR file in the form of
a byte array. The first field contains the set of names of the
classes stored in the second field (the set has one element
if the second field holds a class file or multiple elements if
the second field contains a JAR file encapsulating multiple
classes). While the byte code for the proxy object must
always be advertised by the service provider, the dependent
classes might be advertised by other providers.

when searching for byte code because blocking searched
would block the class loader on the client machine indefinitely which would result in all agents on the hosts in addition to the one that initiated the call being blocked.
By using our custom class loader, we also solve the problem of class dependencies on the client. Java will note at
runtime that a non-standard class loader was used to deserialize the proxy object, and it will continue to use this
custom class loader whenever the proxy object refers to a
class that is not already loaded into the runtime class space.
Note that the middleware on the client side does not know
if the server packaged the classes in a JAR or a class file
and therefore has to ask for each class separately (i.e., if the
server publishes all support code in tuples containing each
a single class and the client is looking for one tuple containing the set of dependent classes in one JAR file, the request
will never return the desired result). Note that if multiple
classes are packaged in the same JAR file, when this JAR
file is downloaded because of one of the classes, it will remain available locally and the other classes will not trigger
the downloading mechanism since their code will be readily available. This eliminates the repeated downloading of
the same JAR file. The net effect of this is that byte code
fetching is done whenever a missing class is first used by
the proxy, and the fetching is entirely transparent to the developer and the user. This allows the proxies to be deployed
as whole components without any extra effort required on
the developer’s part.
Currently, the class loader stores any retrieved class byte
code in memory, which it consults before attempting a rdp
operation on the binary code repository. Though this helps
minimize the number of repeated operations within a given
client session, it cannot store retrieved byte code across
multiple sessions. We plan to include support for a customizable persistent cache which, much like a web browser
cache, is designed to save frequently-used byte code across
multiple sessions in future implementations of our class
loader.

The client searches for services by calling the
find(attributes, interface)
method.
Internally this is translated to a reaction on the
ServiceAdvertisements tuple space for the following pattern: <Attributes:attrib, ServiceInterface:interface>
which is installed in L IME’s reaction mechanism. A
similar call is available for synchronous semantics, where
instead of a reaction, the middleware passes the template
to L IME’s in operation which blocks until a matching
service shows up. A candidate advertisement is selected
non-deterministically from the set of advertisement tuples
that match the pattern. The standard matching mechanism
described in 4.1 had to be slightly altered to allow for
set inclusion in tuple matching. That is, if the set of
attributes required by the client is a subset of the set of
attributes advertised by the provider in the first field of the
advertisement tuple, a match has to be declared provided
that the other conditions are met as well. The same applies
for the tuples from the binary code tuple space, where the
first field is a set of class names.
The client extracts the proxy object from the provider’s
advertisement and tries to instantiate it.
If this
step fails, the deserialization mechanism throws a
ClassNotFoundException, and the mechanism for
fetching the byte code is triggered. This is done by using
a custom class loader, a custom ObjectInputStream
that refers to this new class loader, and a slightlymodified version of L IME that uses this modified
ObjectInputStream in place of the standard one
for deserializing the proxy object.
Our custom
ObjectInputStream intercepts any failed attempts
to resolve classes locally and invokes our custom
LWClassLoader, which attempts a rdp operation on
the code repository using the pattern <Names:class name,
BinaryCodeFile.class> with the purpose of retrieving the
byte code for the required class from the code repository.
The second field in the template is a formal specifying the
type of data expected to be found in the second field in the
tuple. If this rdp operation succeeds, the class loader loads
the byte code contained in this proxy into memory, in the
form of a byte array read out of a byte stream, and presents
it to the class loader as a standard Java class. An exception is thrown only if the byte code cannot be found in the
code repository. We chose to adopt non-blocking semantics

4.3

Demo Application

The demo application consists of a simple client shown
in Figure 3 and several services that simulate roadside services, like a tollbooth and a parking meter. When the client
discovers one of these services, it adds the service’s proxy
(which contains its own GUI) to its main window and adds
an icon to its toolbar allowing the user to switch to the
newly-found proxy. In our example, the client has discovered a tollbooth and a parking meter, and placed icons representing them in its toolbar. The toll booth GUI is currently
displayed in the window. Both of these proxies communicate back to the server in a similar fashion: when the user
clicks one of the proxies’ payment links, the proxy prompts
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cated is irrelevant. When a local tuple space is shared with
others, every agent perceives only a change in the content of
the tuple space it was already accessing. This behavior can
span across multiple providers and clients, each unaware of
the location of the other.
The transient sharing of the tuple spaces allowed for a
cooperative workspace giving different providers to an opportunity to offer services, which could then be composed
into larger services. For example, a fully deployed service
from host A can be a simple dependency for another service
offered by host B. The tuple space-mediated communication also allows for easy software updates because of the
nature of the interactions it employs. The tuple space acts
as an intermediary buffer between the two ends of a communication channel decoupling their interactions. This allows actions on one end without the implication/notification
of the other, such as restarting a server without crashing the
client because of broken socket level communication issues.
Lights [5] is another piece of software that proved useful in the implementation of our system. Lights provides
the tuple and template primitives as well as matching
mechanisms. Three levels of matching are provided – a)
Value matching, b) Matching based on type, and c) Polymorphic matching based on type and hierarchy, which is
the most powerful of the three. The polymorphic matching mechanism allows clients to search for components by
specifying their requirements on a high level (e.g., interface level). The polymorphic algorithm uses Java hierarchy of objects when comparing the client specified pattern
against the tuples available in the tuple space (i.e., service
advertisements and proxy binaries). Using the polymorphic mechanism, any instance of a class that implements
the specified interface or any other class that extends such
a class, will qualify as a candidate (e.g., a Printer class
may implement the PrinterInterface the client uses
but LaserPrinter and InkjetPrinter can both extend the Printer class and thus polymorphically implement the interface and therefore qualify as candidates). Finally, the choice of Java as an implementation language allowed us to leverage certain key capabilities such as reflection, code mobility, and dynamic class loading that are built
into the standard libraries.
For future work, we will address certain streamlining
features for our system. Among these, we will implement
a mechanism for disposing proxies that are cached on permanent storage. Currently, we provide hooks for byte code
disposal, user customizable policies based on timeout, least
used, availability in the network, etc. While all these are
relatively simple to implement, our interest focusses on a
strategy that anticipates future use of the service based on
the motion profile of the client’s and provider’s hosts (e.g., if
the motion profile indicates that the two hosts will not come
in contact again, the proxy will not be able to connect to its

the user for a username and password, which it uses to share
an encrypted tuple space with the server. It then places a tuple in this tuple space indicating the client’s payment. The
server reacts to the tuple and responds to the client’s payment which is shown on the GUI as an acknowledgement.

Figure 3. Client application with two proxies.

In our example, the functionality provided by the service
could have been packed in one single proxy object. Since
user interaction is required and the scene happens in a running vehicle, the GUI is a necessary addition to the proxy
object, which expanded the set of files to be downloaded to
more than the simple proxy that handles the payment. Note
that the GUI described is hard coded for this service and is
not related to the work presented in [1], which is related to
automatic provision of GUIs in Jini services. The screen
shot does not show the inner functionality of the service.
It is intended to demonstrate the applicability of automated
code management in SOC settings.

5

Discussion

In designing the system, we were able to leverage the
capabilities of certain existing systems. The L IME coordination model, which employs tuple space-based coordination among mobile hosts in an ad hoc network provided
the low level communication primitives for our system.
In addition to providing communication capabilities, the
LimeTupleSpace proved to be the ideal data structure
for modelling a distributed directory, and by its semantics
of containing data from hosts that were connected, we saved
the overhead of having to implement a process that ensured
the consistency of the directory.
Using tuple spaces for communication allows for
location-agnostic protocols at the application level. As
long as the recipient maintains connectivity with the ad hoc
group, it can receive communications intended for it regardless of its physical location and without the need for
an explicit addressing scheme such as IP address. This
is achieved because tuples are read based on their content
while the actual local tuple space in which the tuple is lo9

server and therefore will become a candidate for disposal;
while the same proxy may connect to a different provider
offering a similar service, the future availability of such a
provider may not be available to the decision algorithm).
We will also investigate the implications of migration (i.e.,
logical mobility of a service or the client application from
one host to another) and the guarantees that we can provide for uninterrupted service under those conditions, and
whether such migration can be transparent to an external
viewer. Our ultimate goal is to integrate this piece of software into a comprehensive middleware for mobile devices
supporting service oriented computing in ad hoc networks.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an architecture for automatic
code management supporting service oriented computing
in ad hoc networks. Our presentation covered various
aspects of the software infrastructure required on the
provider and client hosts such as advertisement, discovery,
installation, utilization, upgrade and disposal of binary
code for service proxies. Special attention was given to
making the architecture robust enough to deal with the
dynamism of ad hoc network such as host mobility and
resultant opportunistic interactions. The result is a system
that significantly simplifies the task of a mobile application
programmer by abstracting all details of code management.
This allows the programmer to develop applications at
higher levels of abstraction, leveraging the power of the
code management system to handle the low level mechanics of remote service usage in ad hoc wireless environments.
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